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Abstract. In this paper, a fully adaptive 3D numerical methodology based on a tetrahedral element was proposed in order 
to improve the finite element simulation of any metal forming process. This automatic methodology was implemented in 
a computational platform which integrates a finite element solver, 3D mesh generation and a field transfer algorithm. The 
proposed remeshing method was developed in order to solve problems associated with the severe distortion of elements 
subject to large deformations, to concentrate the elements where the error is large and to coarsen the mesh where the error 
is small. This leads to a significant reduction in the computation times while maintaining simulation accuracy. In 
addition, in order to enhance the contact conditions, this method has been coupled with a specific operator to maintain the 
initial contact between the workpiece nodes and the rigid tool after each remeshing step. In this paper special attention is 
paid to the data transfer methods and the necessary adaptive remeshing steps are given. Finally, a numerical example is 
detailed to demonstrate the efficiency of the approach and to compare the results for the different field transfer strategies. 
INTRODUCTION 
The numerical simulation of metal forming processes typically involves high strain rates, large inelastic 
deformations, complex contact conditions with friction and the generation of high temperatures. In addition local 
and severe distortion of the FE mesh can occur in regions with high gradients in the physical fields 
(stress/strain/internal variables/temperature…). In this case, the ability to achieve a proper analysis with reasonable 
CPU cost is limited by the constraint of using a fixed finite element mesh. Indeed the optimal mesh configuration 
changes continuously throughout the metal forming process. Therefore, successive mesh adaptation is needed during 
the numerical simulation in order to adaptively control the element size and quality according to the geometrical 
shape or/and physical solution. Once a new mesh is generated, two approaches are possible: either the simulation is 
totally recomputed, or all the state variables and history-dependent variables at the end of the previous load step 
must be transferred from the old mesh to the new one, in order to continue the simulation. In this work the second 
approach is adopted. This is a delicate issue because if these new field variables are not adequately  determined, the 
simulation accuracy can be severely affected [1].  
In the present paper, after a presentation of the shape function approaches for transferring nodal fields, the case 
where the information is stored at integration points  will be detailed. Then, the 3D adaptive remeshing methodology 
is discussed. Finally, the numerical simulation of metal forming is presented with three data transfer methods. 
MAPPING OF VARIABLES 
The transferring approach strongly depends on the type of state variable field s which needs to be transferred. At 
least, when transferring the continuous variables stored at nodal positions (such as displacements, velocity and 
temperature) the interpolation can be available via the finite element shape function. However, when transferring 
discontinuous variables (between two elements) stored at integration points (such as stress, strain and internal 
variables) the transfer is not straight forward. 
Method suited to nodal field transfer: Transfer operator P1 
This operator, transfers the values stored at the nodes from the old mesh to the nodes of the new mesh. As shown in 
figure 1, the overall procedure is split into several steps: 
1- Find which element of the old mesh contains a particular node of the new mesh. 
2- If case 1 fails, search the nearest element. 
3- Search the local coordinates of the new node in the old element. 
4- Interpolate (or extrapolate, if case 1 failed) the nodal fields at the new nodal point. 
  
 
 
FIGURE 1.  The several steps data transfer operators P1 
 
Method suited to element field transfer: Transfer operator P0 
A wide range of element data transfer methods between meshes have been reported [1-3]. Basically all these 
methods can be categorized into two types : 
- Direct transfer 
- Indirect transfer 
 
The oldest method used for direct transfer is “direct projection V1”. The value at an integration point of the new 
mesh is directly copied from the nearest integration point of the old mesh. This method has the advantage of being 
applicable to any type of cloud by not having to consider the discretization of the two meshes involved. Moreover, 
this method will not violate the compatibility of the internal states variables because a similar projection will be 
applied for all the element fields. Bérard et al. [4] further improved this direct approach  “direct projection V2”. They 
proposed not only to affect the value at the integration point of the final mesh from the nearest initial integration 
point, but also impose the condition that the two integration points must be geometrically located within the same 
initial element. 
Concerning indirect transfer methods, the procedure for transferring element fields adopted in this work is split 
into three distinct steps which are summarized in figure 2. First the average values of the internal variables are 
transferred from the old integration points to the old nodes. Then, as mentioned above, the new nodal values are 
computed by simple interpolation of the old nodal values using the shape functions of the old mesh. Finally, the state 
variables at the Gauss point of the new mesh are obtained by employing the shape function of the new elements. 
The numerical result with these three Methods will be compared, in order to study the compatibility of the state 
transfer with the initial field and the numerical diffusion solution. 
  
 
 
 
FIGURE 2. A tree-step procedure illustrating the indirect element field transfer 
 
3D ADAPTIVE REMESHING METHODOLOGY 
In this work, an algorithm was developed to manage the h-adaptive [5] analysis methodology. A global flowchart 
of this algorithm is given in figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3. Flow chart of the customized FE-simulation for 3D remeshing module 
 
During the first step, an initial mesh based on tetrahedral elements of the structure is generated. Then, for each step 
an ABAQUS/Explicit finite element calculation is performed to numerically simulate the forming process with a 
small tool displacement. The resulting simulation is analyzed throughout each step. If the number of fully distorted 
elements does not exceed a given threshold the previous FEM calculation will be continued. Otherwise, if the total 
number of distorted elements exceeds the threshold, the simulation is cancelled for this loading sequence and a new 
mesh is then refined and / or coarsened automatically according to the constantly changing physical fields and 
geometrical shape. If a new mesh is created all field variables are transferred from the old mesh to the new one and 
the simulation is restarted from the previous FEM calculation. 
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 Mesh generation 
After each small test displacement, the remeshing step is divided into two main steps: the definition of the new 
deformed boundary and remeshing of the domain with respect to the geometric size map and the physical s ize map. 
The geometric size map is defined to reduce the gap between the new mesh geometry and the current boundary 
discretization. The physical size map is defined to govern the mesh size in the critical areas. A minimal element size 
hmin is use in the critical areas, and for the others areas an exponential size function is used to increase the element 
size, as shown in figure 4 a. 
The estimation of the element quality generated by such an adaptive remeshing procedure is critical to the 
accuracy and validity of the solutions calculated by the finite element method. In this paper, the quality of the mesh 
is assessed by the following indicators: the dihedral angle and the aspect ratio of the length of the element edges .  
In this work, an element is classified as being distorted if one of his dihedral angles is larger than 160° or smaller 
than 10°, or if the second criterion of the element is smaller than 0.2. 
 
                                                            
            (a)                                                                                   (b)                                                                      (c)               
FIGURE 4. Mesh size and elements quality: (a) elements size function, (b) aspect ratio of the length of the element edges and (c) 
dihedral angle 
Contact management 
At the end of the remeshing step new nodes are created. Sometimes these nodes may artificially penetrate the 
tool (as show Figure 5). 
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FIGURE 5. Schematic representation of the mesh correction for the contact enhancement 
 
Indeed, in numerical simulations of sheet forming operations, the deformation occurs by contact between the 
workpiece and rigid tools. The workpiece takes the external form of these tools during the deformation steps. 
However, if one of the new nodes created is located inside the rigid tool, the finite element solution will be 
erroneous. Therefore, it is  necessary to build a relocation procedure. An "r-method" [6] operator is used to project 
this node outside the tool surface to avoid the interpenetration. 
NUMERICAL APLICATION 
The three interpolation techniques for the element fields tested here are the “nearest integration point” technique, 
the “new version of the nearest integration point technique” proposed by Bérard et al. [4] and “the indirect element 
field transfer” technique. To illustrate the response of these three different techniques, a rigid tool penetrating a 
homogeneous workpiece with uniform vertical displacement has been analyzed. According to the symmetry 
conditions, only one quarter of the workpiece is analyzed as shown in Figure 6. 
The element distortion indicators, dihedral angle and the ratio of the length of the element edges (see figure 4 b and 
4 c) are chosen to demonstrate the effective performance of the proposed algorithm after 3 remeshing steps. 
 
FIGURE 6. A metal forming processes: geometry and boundary conditions 
       
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the total plastic deformation (element variable) using the three different 
adaptive strategies. In all cases, the same minimum element size is used with hmin=0.002mm. Both the two direct 
transfer techniques result in a poor continuous evolution and are in good agreement with the initial distribution while 
the third transfer method give a good continuous evolution but with smooth diffusion. 
 
                                                                         
 
                                                                         
 
FIGURE 7. The distribution of the total plastic deformation using the three different adaptive strategies 
 
The load–displacement curves corresponding to the different adaptive strategies are shown in Figure 8. The 
results show good correlation of the load–displacement curves for the different strategies. However the results of the 
adaptive technique compared with the direct transfer procedure shows a small fluctuation in the load-displacement 
response after each interpolation which can be caused by a small degree of numerical diffusion during the transfer of 
variables between subsequent meshes. This non-smooth pattern is also observed using various others approaches 
such as Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) [7] or the unique element method (UEM) [8]. 
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FIGURE 8. The load-displacement curves using the different adaptive strategies 
CONCLUSION 
In the present paper, an adaptive remeshing methodology based on a tetrahedral element was proposed to 
simulate a wide variety of 3D forming processes. This methodology is implemented step by step in order to adapt 
automatically to the constantly changing geometrical shapes and physical fields. The load-displacement curves using 
the different adaptive strategies  show that the indirect transfer strategy can significantly reduce the fluctuation after 
each remeshing step. The proposed approach was validated by the numerical analysis of the metal forming process 
and is shown to be efficient. In further works, a Zienkiewicz-Zhu type error estimator [9] will be use in order to 
adaptively control the element size and optimize the finite mesh according to the physical solution. 
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